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ABSTRACT
Most previous work on influence maximization in social net-
works is limited to the non-adaptive setting in which the
marketer is supposed to select all of the seed users, to give
free samples or discounts to, up front. A disadvantage of
this setting is that the marketer is forced to select all the
seeds based solely on a diffusion model. If some of the se-
lected seeds do not perform well, there is no opportunity to
course-correct. A more practical setting is the adaptive set-
ting in which the marketer initially selects a batch of users
and observes how well seeding those users leads to a diffusion
of product adoptions. Based on this market feedback, she
formulates a policy for choosing the remaining seeds. In this
paper, we study adaptive offline strategies for two problems:
(a) MaxSpread – given a budget on number of seeds and
a time horizon, maximize the spread of influence and (b)
MinTss – given a time horizon and an expected number of
target users to be influenced, minimize the number of seeds
that will be required. In particular, we present theoretical
bounds and empirical results for an adaptive strategy and
quantify its practical benefit over the non-adaptive strategy.
We evaluate adaptive and non-adaptive policies on three real
data sets. We conclude that while benefit of going adaptive
for the MaxSpread problem is modest, adaptive policies
lead to significant savings for the MinTss problem.
1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, there has been tremendous interest in the study
of influence propagation in social and information networks,
motivated by applications such as the study of spread of
infections and innovations, viral marketing, and feed rank-
ing to name a few (e.g., see [15, 8, 20, 21]). A prototypi-
cal problem that has received much attention in the litera-
ture is influence maximization (MaxSpread): given a di-
rected network G, with edge weights denoting probabilities
of influence between nodes, find k nodes, such that activat-
ing them in the beginning leads to the maximum expected
spread, i.e., expected number of activated nodes as according
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to a given diffusion model. For the viral marketing applica-
tion, nodes may model users, activation may correspond to
product adoption, and seed users are given free or price dis-
counted samples of the product, with the aim of achieving
the maximum expected number of product adoptions.
Kempe, Kleinberg and Tardo¨s [17] formalized this as a
discrete optimization problem and studied several discrete-
time diffusion models including independent cascade and
linear threshold (details in Section 2). They showed that
MaxSpread under these models is NP-hard but the ex-
pected spread function satisfies the nice properties of mono-
tonicity and submodularity. Exploiting these properties,
they showed that a simple greedy algorithm, which repeat-
edly adds the seed with the largest marginal gain, i.e., in-
crease in expected spread, until the budget k is reached,
achieves a (1 − 1/e)-approximation to the optimum. There
has been an explosion of research activity around this prob-
lem, including development of scalable heuristics, alterna-
tive diffusion models, and scalable approximation algorithms
(e.g., see [5] [23] [18] [13] [12] [22]). For space limitations,
we refer the reader to [3] for a more detailed survey.
The majority of the work in influence maximization has
confined itself to a non-adaptive setting where, in viral mar-
keting terms, the marketer must commit to choosing all the
k seeds up front. This means that the choice of every single
seed is driven completely by the diffusion model used for
capturing the propagation phenomena. In practice, it may
happen that the actual spread resulting from the seeds cho-
sen may fall short of the expected spread predicted by the
diffusion model. Recent work by Goyal et al. [12] shows that
most diffusion models tend to over-predict the actual spread.
Thus, committing to the choice of all k seeds in one shot can
result in a sub-optimal performance in actuality. A more re-
alistic setting is one where the marketer chooses a subset of
seeds and activates them. She monitors how their activa-
tion spreads through the network and observes the actual
spread thus far. She can then take into account this market
feedback in making subsequent seed selections. We call this
setting an adaptive setting, as choices of subsequent seeds
are adapted to observations made so far about the actual
spread achieved by previous selections. Hence, the adaptive
setting introduces a policy pi which specifies which node(s)
to seed at a given time. It is very intuitive that adaptive
seed selection should lead to a higher actual spread com-
pared to non-adaptive seed selection, since it benefits from
market feedback and tailors seed selections accordingly.
Adaptive seed selection raises several major challenges.
For instance, in the adaptive setting, in practice, there is
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a finite time horizon T within which the marketer wishes
to conduct her viral marketing campaign. Suppose k is the
seed budget of a marketer. The marketer must then con-
sider the following questions. How many seeds to select at
a given time, that is, what is the batch size? Which nodes
should be selected in each intervention ? How long should
she wait between seeding successive batches (interventions)?
If T is sufficiently long, it seems intuitive that selecting one
seed at a time and waiting until the diffusion completes,
before choosing the next seed, should lead to the maximum
spread. The reason is that we do not commit any more seeds
than necessary to start a fresh diffusion and every seed se-
lection takes full advantage of market feedback. We refer to
the above case as unbounded time horizon. Another natural
question is, what if the time horizon T is not long enough to
allow many small batches to be chosen and/or diffusions to
be observed in full. In this case, which we call bounded time
horizon, the marketer has to choose a strategy in which the
budget k is spent within the time horizon T and every seed
selection benefits from as much feedback as possible.
Instead of maximizing the spread, the marketer may have
a certain expected spread as the target that she wants to
achieve. This target may be derived from the desired sales
volume for the product. A natural problem is to find the
minimum number of seeds needed to achieve the target. This
problem, called minimum targeted seed selection (MINTSS
for short), has been studied in the non-adaptive setting [11],
where it was shown that the classic greedy algorithm leads
to a bi-criteria approximation to the optimal solution. An
interesting question is whether an adaptive strategy for seed
selection can significantly cut down on the number of seeds
needed to reach a given target spread.
Adaptive MaxSpread has been studied recently in [14,
10, 14], and adaptive MINTSS has been studied in [7]. While
a more detailed comparison with these papers appears in
Section 2, here are the key differences with our work. The
market feedback model assumed by these papers is that
when a node is activated (seeded), a subset of the out-edges
from the node become active or “live” while others stay in-
active or become “dead”. This amounts to saying we get
to observe which active nodes succeeded in activating which
other nodes. We refer to this as “edge level” feedback. Edge
level feedback assumption is unrealistic, since in practice, we
may only know which other nodes activated as a result of
choosing certain seeds, rather than who succeeded in acti-
vating whom.
The experiments conducted in these papers (if at all) are
on small toy networks with 1000 nodes and they do not
clarify the practical benefits of going adaptive for real large
networks. All previous studies are confined to the setting
of unbounded time horizon, which means the horizon is long
enough for the diffusion started by each batch to complete.
In practice, the horizon may be bounded and not leave
enough time for successive diffusions to complete. The theo-
retical results in these papers bound the performance of the
greedy adaptive policy compared to the optimal adaptive
policy. Notice that the optimal (adaptive) policy cannot be
computed in polynomial time. The only practical options for
both non-adaptive and adaptive settings are greedy approx-
imations (possibly with techniques for scaling up to large
datasets). Thus, a real question of practical interest is what
do we gain by going adaptive, i.e., what is the gain in pe-
formance of the greedy approximation algorithm when it
is made adaptive? In contrast, we studyMaxSpread and
MINTSS under both unbounded and bounded time horizon
and quantify the benefits of going adaptive with reference
to the greedy approximation algorithm, as opposed to the
optimal algorithm which is not practical. Furthermore, we
propose a novel node level feedback model which we use for
adaptive seed selection. Node level feedback is in line what
is really observable in practice: which users became active
as a result of seeding the last batch of users?
In this paper, we address the aforementioned questions
and make the following contributions.
• We define the problems of adaptive influence maxi-
mization under bounded or unbounded time horizon
and minimum adaptive targeted seed selection by gen-
eralizing their non-adaptive counterparts (Section 3).
• We propose a novel node level feedback model for cap-
turing market feedback for adaptive seed selection and
show that as long as the time horizon is unbounded,
i.e., long enough to allow diffusions to complete, the
spread function for our node level feedback model is
adaptive monotone and adaptive submodular (Section 4).
• We establish a bound on the spread achieved by a
greedy adaptive strategy for seed selection compared
to both an optimal adaptive strategy and a greedy non-
adaptive strategy. The former shows that the greedy
algorithm continues to provide a guaranteed approxi-
mation, while the latter formally establishes the bene-
fits of practical adaptive strategies over practical non-
adaptive ones (Section 4).
• We establish a similar bound on the number of seeds
required by the greedy adaptive policy compared to
the greedy non-adaptive one, in order to meet a given
target expected spread and establish the practical ad-
vantage of going adaptive (Section 4).
• For the unbounded horizon, we scale up the classic
greedy adaptive policy by leveraging the recent state-
of-the-art non-adaptive randomized algorithm based
on reverse reachable sets and adapt it to the adaptive
setting to achieve superior performance (Section 5).
• We argue that the expected spread function is com-
putationally hard to optimize f or the case of bounded
time horizon and propose an alternative algorithm based
on sequential model-based optimization (Section 5).
• We conduct a comprehensive set of experiments on 3
real datasets to measure the performance of our algo-
rithms and their advantages over non-adaptive poli-
cies. We report our results (Section 6).
Related work is discussed in Section 2. We summarize the
paper and present directions for future work in Section 7.
2. RELATED WORK
Non-adaptive: Two classical models of diffusion that
have been extensively studied are Independent Cascade (IC)
and the Linear Threshold (LT) [17]. Both are discrete-time
models. The expected spread function under both these
models is monotone and submodular. A real-valued set
function f : 2U → R is monotone if f(S) ≤ f(S′),∀S ⊂
S′ ⊆ U . It is submodular if ∀S ⊂ S′ ⊂ U and x ∈ U \ S′,
f(S′∪{x})−f(S′) ≤ f(S∪{x})−f(S), i.e., the marginal gain
(increase in the objective function) by adding an element to
a set cannot increase as the set grows. While MaxSpread
under both IC and LT models is NP-hard, a simple greedy
algorithm [19] provides a (1−1/e)-approximation to the op-
timal solution. The greedy algorithm involves successively
selecting the node with the highest marginal gain. Since
computing the expected spread of a given set (and hence
marginal gain) is #P-hard for both IC and LT models [6,
4], Kempe et al. [17] advocated using MCMC simulations
to estimate marginal gains. Using MCMC estimation of the
marginal gain, the greedy algorithm yields a (1 − 1/e − )-
approximation to the optimum, where  > 0 is the error
in marginal gain estimation. Tang et al. [22] propose a
near-optimal (w.r.t. time complexity) randomized greedy
(1 − 1/e − )-approximation algorithm for MaxSpread. It
uses the concept of random reverse reachable (RR) sets to
achieve this. We briefly review their procedure in Section 5.
Here, we note that it is currently the state of the art for
MaxSpread and has been shown to scale to a billion-edge
network [22].
Adaptive: Adaptive influence maximization has been pro-
posed previously in [10, 14, 7]. Golovin and Krause [10]
extend the definitions of submodularity and monotonicity
to the adaptive setting. In the adaptive setting, batches
of nodes are seeded at different intervals. When a batch is
seeded, an actual diffusion (called realization in [10]) un-
folds as per the classical IC model. The next batch is cho-
sen based on the previously observed cascade. An objective
function is adaptive monotone and adaptive submodular if
the marginal gain of every element is non-negative and non-
increasing in every possible realization, as the size of the set
(alternatively length of the policy) increases. We wish to
choose a policy that maximizes such an objective function
in the adaptive setting. As before, the greedy policy con-
sists of selecting the node with the maximum marginal gain.
Golovin and Krause [10] derive average case bounds on the
performance of greedy adaptive policies. They also prove
bounds on the greedy adaptive policy for adaptive submod-
ular functions under matroid constraints [9]. They assume
an edge level feedback mechanism with the IC model and
show that the expected spread is adaptive monotone and
adaptive submodular, guaranteeing an approximation algo-
rithm. Guillory et al. [14] study the problem of submodular
set cover in the adaptive setting in which the objective is to
minimize the total number of sets required to cover a cer-
tain target set and prove worst case bounds for the greedy
adaptive policy. They briefly describe how their framework
can be used for influence maximization in a social network
with hidden information (e.g., hidden preferences of users).
In this paper, we consider the more traditional influence
maximization problem and assume that users do not have
any hidden preferences. We establish average case guar-
antees similar to [10]. Finally, [7] addresses the adaptive
MinTss problem and shows that under certain conditions,
the batch-greedy adaptive policy, in which the seeds are cho-
sen in batches in a greedy manner, is competitive not only
against the sequential greedy policy (choosing one seed at a
time) but also against the optimal adaptive policy. As ex-
plained in the introduction, the key difference between these
papers and our work is that unlike them, we adopt a more
realistic node level feedback, establish bounds relating adap-
tive greedy policy with the non-adaptive greedy algorithm,
thus answering the question, in practice what does one gain
by going adaptive. This question is not answered by simply
comparing adaptive greedy with the optimal policy which
anyway could not be used in a real network owing to its
intractability.
3. PROBLEM DEFINITION
We consider a directed social network G = (V,E), with
|V | = n and |E| = m with the edge weights giving the influ-
ence probabilities between two users. In this paper, we as-
sume the independent cascade (IC) diffusion model. In this
model, time proceeds in discrete steps. At time t = 0, the
seed nodes are active. Each active user gets one chance to in-
fluence/activate her neighbor in the next time step. This ac-
tivation attempt succeeds with the corresponding influence
probability between the two users. An edge along which an
activation attempt succeeded is said to be “live” whereas the
other edges are said to be “dead”. This leads to 2|E| possible
worlds of the network. One of these possible worlds is the
true world, which reflects the reality of which activation at-
tempts succeeded/failed and of the whole cascade/diffusion
that occurred starting from the batches of seeds chosen at
various times. Clearly, we don’t know the true world, al-
though as described below, in an adaptive setting, it may
be revealed partially from successive seed selections.
We consider influence maximization in the adaptive set-
ting, where we are given a seed budget k and a time horizon
T . The state of a network at time t is used to determine
the seed(s) which will be selected at that time. The precise
definition of state depends on the type of feedback model.
Golovin and Krause [10] consider an edge level feedback,
where they assume after a batch is seeded, the precise sta-
tus (live/dead?) of every edge is observable. We will instead
adopt the node level feedback model, whereby we assume the
status (active/inactive?) of every node in the network is ob-
servable. A network state is a mapping ψt : V → {0, 1}.
For convenience, ψt can be treated as the set of active nodes
at time t. At t = 0, the nodes seeded at t = 0 are the only
active nodes. Let G` denote the true world. It is easy to
observe which nodes become active: e.g., which users buy a
product or share a particular story on their Facebook page.
These are precisely the nodes reachable from seeds in G`
within a given time horizon T . However, we cannot observe
which edges of the network G are actually present (i.e., are
live) in G`: e.g., we can’t trace which friend of a particular
user influenced her to buy the product. Hence node level
feedback is a more realistic feedback model. Notice that it
makes weaker assumptions about what is observable, than
edge level feedback.
By a policy, we mean a seed selection strategy, i.e., a
mapping pi : ψt → 2V , where ψt is the network state at
current time t. Thus, a policy specifies which nodes to seed
next, given the current network state. It is possible to have
pi(ψt) = {}. This means the policy chooses to not seed any
nodes and just “wait”. The policy thus transforms a network
from its current state ψt to the new state ψt+1 := ψt∪pi(ψt).
The network state can change from seeding as well as from
the spreading of influence from current active nodes under
the diffusion model. We use f(pi) to denote the spread of a
policy pi within a given time horizon T in the true world (the
world G` which is realized in reality). The seeds selected by
an adaptive policy depend on the true world whereas for the
non-adaptive case, the selected seeds are independent of the
true world. We care about the performance of both strate-
gies in the true world. Since we don’t know the true world,
we quantify the average gain obtained by going adaptive,
and do so by generating a number of candidate true worlds,
finding the spread f(pi) in each of these worlds and taking
the average. We denote the average performance of a policy
pi as favg(pi). σ refers to the expected spread without any
feedback from the network whereas favg is the average true
spread given a feedback model. Note that σ is equal to favg
for a non-adaptive policy since it does not use any feedback.
We use pik to denote a policy constrained to select k seeds.
When the policy pi seeds a node, i.e., when pi(ψt) 6= ∅, we
refer to it as an intervention. Since the diffusion model we
use is discrete, the diffusion process completes in a maximum
of D time-steps where D is the length of the longest simple
path in the network. If the last intervention occurred at
time t and there are no subsequent interventions, then we
have ψt+D+1 = ψt+D.
Since we have a model of the diffusion process, we can
simulate reality (i.e., generate or sample a set of candidate
true worlds) and gauge policies by measuring their perfor-
mance against the set of candidate true worlds. Thus, pol-
icy design is based on maximizing the average performance
over the set of candidate worlds. These worlds constitute a
training set in standard machine learning. The true world
(the test sample in this analogy) will be generated from the
same diffusion process, i.e., it will be drawn from the same
probability distribution. Since the policy is known before
we actually implement it in the real world, these are offline
policies, as opposed to online policies, which are determined
dynamically depending on the state of the network and the
time left. In this paper, we focus on offline policies.
We next formalize the two problems studied in this paper.
We assume C is a set of candidate true worlds, chosen by
some oracle, which will be used for computing favg.
Problem 1 (MaxSpread). Given a directed probabilistic
network G = (V,E), seed budget k, and time horizon T ,
find the optimal policy piopt,k = argmax{favg(pik)}.
Notice that in the calculation of spread f (and hence favg),
the diffusion is restricted to a length of at most T , where T
is the given time horizon. When T ≥ kD, we say the time
horizon is unbounded. Otherwise, it is bounded. We consider
MaxSpread under both bounded and unbounded horizons.
MinTss in the non-adaptive case aims to find a seed set
of the smallest size such that the resulting expected spread
is above a given threshold Q. The best known result states
there is a bi-criteria approximation: given β > 0, the greedy
algorithm yields a seed set of size ≥ OPT (1+ln dQ
β
e), where
OPT is the optimal seed set size and the expected spread
of the greedy selection is ≥ Q − β. We generalize it to the
adaptive setting. Let cavg(pi) denote the average number of
seeds chosen by policy pi across the true worlds C on which
it is tested.
Problem 2 (MinTss). Given a directed probabilistic net-
work G = (V,E), time horizon T , and spread threshold Q,
find the policy piopt that leads to the smallest seed set, i.e.,
piopt = argmin{cavg(pi) | f(pi) ≥ Q}.
Notice that policy pi may end up using different numbers
of seeds in different choices of true worlds. cavg(pi) is the
average number of seeds chosen by pi across those worlds.
Finally, notice that we require that the spread achieved by
piopt must be ≥ Q in every true world chosen and not on an
average across candidate true worlds. This is motivated by
practical considerations: if the policy underperforms (i.e.,
f < Q) in some worlds and the true world is among them,
the marketer won’t be happy!
4. THEORETICAL RESULTS
Recall, we say time horizon is unbounded if H ≥ kD,
where k is the seed budget, D is the length of the longest
path of G, and H is the time horizon. We consider un-
bounded time horizon up to Section 4.2. Bounded time hori-
zon is addressed in subsection 4.3. Our first result is that
our spread function based on node level feedback is adap-
tive monotone and adaptive submodular, thus affording an
efficient approximation algorithm.
Theorem 1. For unbounded time horizon, if the diffusion
process is allowed to complete after every intervention, node
level feedback is equivalent to edge level feedback w.r.t. marginal
gain computation and therefore the expected spread function
is adaptive submodular and adaptive monotone under node
level feedback.
Proof. We will show that node level feedback is equivalent
to edge level feedback from the perspective of marginal gain
computation. In [10], the authors show that the expected
spread function under edge level feedback is adaptive mono-
tone and adaptive submodular. The above theorem will fol-
low from this. Specifically, we prove that (a) for every edge
level feedback based network state, there is a corresponding
state based on node level feedback, which preserves marginal
gains of nodes, and (b) vice versa.
Given edge level feedback, we clearly know which nodes
are active. These are precisely nodes reachable from the
seeds via live edge paths in the revealed network. In the
rest of the proof, we show that for each node level feedback
state, there is a corresponding edge level feedback state that
preserves marginal gains. Let S0 be the set of seeds chosen
at time t = 0. Given node level feedback, we can infer the
corresponding edge level feedback based network state using
the following rules. Consider an edge from an active node
u to node v. Notice that the status of an edge leaving an
inactive node is unknown in either feedback model.
Rule 1: If node u is active, v is inactive, and there is an edge
from u to v, then infer that edge (u, v) is dead.
Rule 2: If nodes u and v are both active and u is the only
in-neighbor of v, then conclude that the edge (u, v) is live.
Rule 3: If nodes u and v are both active and u has more
than one in-neighbor, arbitrarily set the status of the edge
(u, v) to be live or dead.
We now show that the way edge status is chosen to be live
or dead in Rule 3 plays no role in determining the marginal
gains of nodes. We make the observation that if the diffusion
process is allowed to complete after each intervention, the
only extra information about the network that is observed
using edge level feedback over node level feedback is the
status of edges between 2 active nodes. Given that the node
u is active, we need to calculate the marginal gain of every
other node in the network for the next intervention. Next we
show that the status of edges between 2 active nodes does
not matter in the marginal gain computation for any node.
For the rest of the argument, we consider the both u and v
are active and that v has multiple active in-neighbours, i.e.,
the case that is addressed by Rule 3. Consider an arbitrary
node w the marginal gain of which we need to calculate.
There maybe multiple paths from w to a node reachable
from w. These paths can be classified into those which in-
volve the edge (u, v) and ones which don’t. The marginal
gain computation involving the latter paths is independent
of the status of the edge (u, v). Since the diffusion pro-
cess is allowed to complete, all nodes which can be reached
(in the ”true” possible world) from w through (u, v) have
already been activated. Hence paths going through (u, v)
do not contribute to the marginal gain for w. Thus, the
status of the edge (u, v) does not matter. Since w is any
arbitrary node, we can conclude that the marginal gain of
every node remains the same under states based on both
feedback models. Adaptive monotonicity and submodular-
ity are properties of marginal gains. Since marginal gains
are preserved between edge level and node level feedback,
it follows that these properties carry over to our node level
feedback model.
4.1 MaxSpread
There are four types of policies – the greedy non-adaptive
policy (abbreviated GNA), the greedy adaptive policy (GA),
the optimal non-adaptive policy (ONA) and the optimal
adaptive policy (OA). We use piGA,k to denote the greedy
adaptive policy constrained to select k seeds and σ(piGA,k) to
refer to the expected spread for this policy. While previous
results bound the performance of greedy (adaptive) policies
in relation to optimal adaptive policies, they do not shed
light on practically implementable policies under either set-
ting. These previous results do not quite answer the question
”What do we gain in practice by going adaptive?” since both
the optimal non-adaptive or optimal adaptive policies are in-
tractable. We establish relations between two key practical
(and hence implementable!) kinds of policies – the greedy
non-adaptive policy and the greedy adaptive policy – for
both MaxSpread and MinTss. These relations quantify
the average “adaptivity gain”, i.e., the average benefit one
can obtain by going adaptive.
We first restate Theorem 7 from [7]. This theorem gives
a relation between the spreads obtained using a batch greedy
adaptive policy which is constrained to select seeds in batches
of size b and the optimal adaptive policy.
Fact 1. If σ(piGA,lb) is the average spread obtained by using
a greedy batch policy with a batchsize b and σ(piOA,mb) is the
spread using an optimal sequential policy (the optimal policy
if we are able to select one seed per intervention) constrained
to selecting a number of seeds divisible by the batchsize b,
then
σ(piGA,lb) > (1− e
−l
αγm )σ(piOA,mb) (1)
where α is the multiplicative error in calculating the marginal
gains. gamma is a constant and equal to ( e
e−1 )
2.
Proposition 1. Let the horizon be unbounded. Let piGA,nGA
be the greedy batch policy that select nGA seeds overall in
batches of size bGA, and let piOA,nOA be the optimal adaptive
policy that selects nOA seeds overall in batches of size bOA.
Then
σ(piGA,nGA) ≥
[
1− exp
(
−
⌈
nGA
bGA
⌉
αγ
⌈
nOA
bOA
⌉)]σ(piOA,nOA) (2)
where α ≥ 1 is the multiplicative error in calculating the
marginal gains and γ = ( e
e−1 )
2 is a constant.
Proof. Fact 1 gives a relation between the spreads obtained
by a batch greedy adaptive policy constrained to select lb
seeds and the optimal adaptive policy constrained to select
mb seeds. Both these policies are constrained to select seeds
in batches of size b. The relation is in terms of the number of
batches used by the policies. Let l and m be the number of
batches for the greedy and optimal policies respectively. We
make the following observations. First, the two policies can
be constrained to select seeds in different batchsizes, bGA
and bOA respectively. Next, the number of seeds selected
by the policies need not be divisible by the batchsizes. We
can follow a similar proof procedure as Theorem 7 in [7] and
replace l by dnGA
bGA
e and m by dnOA
bOA
e.
Theorem 2. Let piGNA,k be a greedy non-adaptive policy,
piGA,k and piOA,k be the greedy and optimal adaptive policies
respectively with batch-sizes equal to one i.e. the adaptive
policies are sequential. All policies are constrained to select
k seeds. Then we have the following relations:
σ(piGA,k) ≥ (1− e−1/αγ)σ(piOA,k) (3)
σ(piGNA,k) ≥ (1− 1
e
− )2σ(piOA,k) (4)
Proof. Proposition 1 gives us bounds on the ratio of the
spread achieved by batch-greedy adaptive policy and that
achieved by the optimal adaptive policy. We set nOA = k
and bGA = bOA = 1 and obtain equation 3 of the theorem.
Theorem 2 of [1] states that for a submodular monotone
function, there exists a non-adaptive policy which obtains
(1 − 1/e − ) fraction of the value of the optimal adaptive
policy. In our context, this implies that the spread due to
an optimal non-adaptive policy constrained to select nONA
seeds is within a (1− e−nONA/nOA − ) factor of the spread
of an optimal adaptive policy selecting nOA seeds. More
precisely,
σ(piONA,nONA) ≥ (1− e−nONA/nOA − )σ(piOA,nOA) (5)
The classical result from Nemhauser [19] states that the
greedy non-adaptive algorithm obtains a (1−1/e−) fraction
of the value of the optimal non-adaptive algorithm, where 
is the additive error made in the marginal gain computation.
Moreover if the greedy non-adaptive policy is constrained to
select nGNA seeds and the optimal non-adaptive policy se-
lects nONA seeds we have the following:
σ(piGNA,nGNA) ≥ (1− e−nGNA/nONA − )σ(piONA,nONA)
(6)
Combining equations 5 and 6, we obtain the following result
σ(piGNA,nGNA) ≥ (1−e−nGNA/nOA−)(1−e−nGNA/nOA−)σ(piOA,nOA)
(7)
Setting nGNA = nGA = nOA = k, we obtain equation 4 of
the theorem.
Discussion: To clarify what this theorem implies, lets
assume that we can estimate the marginal gains perfectly.
Let’s set  = 0 and α = 1. We thus obtain the following re-
lations: σ(piGA,k) ≥ (1 − e−1/γ)σ(piOA,k) and σ(piGNA,k) ≥
(1 − 1
e
)2σ(piOA,k). These two factors are almost equal (in
fact non-adaptive is slightly better) and in the case of per-
fect marginal estimation, there is not much gain in going
adaptive. This intuition is confirmed by our experiments in
section ??.
4.2 MinTss
Given that it takes the optimal adaptive policy nOA seeds
to achieve a spread of Q, we seek to find the number of seeds
that it will take the greedy adaptive and traditional greedy
non-adaptive policy to achieve the same spread. Since the
non-adaptive policy can be guaranteed to achieve the tar-
get spread only in expectation, we allow it to have a small
shortfall βONA. In addition, we allow both the greedy poli-
cies to have a small shortfall against their optimal variants.
We formalize these notions in the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Let the target spread to be achieved by the
optimal adaptive policy be Q. Let the allowable shortfall for
the optimal non-adaptive policy over the optimal adaptive
policy be βONA. Let βGA and βGNA be the shortfall for the
greedy adaptive and non-adaptive policies over their optimal
variants. Let the number of seeds required by the four policies
- OA, ONA, GA and GNA be nOA, nONA, nGA and nGNA.
Then we have the following relations
nGA ≤ nOA(αγ ln(Q/βGA)) (8)
nGNA ≤ nOA ln
(
Q
βONA −Q
)
ln
(
Q− βONA
βGNA − (Q− βONA)
)
(9)
nGNA ≤ nOA ln
(
Q
βGA − βGNA −Q
)
ln
(
Q− βGA + βGNA
βGNA − (Q− βGA + βGNA)
)
(10)
Proof. If in proposition 1, we set bGA = bOA = 1 , σ(piOA,nOA) =
Q and σ(piGA,nGA) = Q− βGA, after some algebraic manip-
ulation we can obtain equation 8 of the theorem. Setting
σ(piONA,nONA) = Q−βONA, σ(piOA,nOA) = Q in equation 5,
we obtain the intermediate relation 11.
nONA ≤ nOA ln( Q
Q− βONA ) (11)
Setting σ(piONA,nONA) = Q − βONA and σ(piGNA,nGNA) =
Q− βONA − βGNA, we obtain the following relation.
nGNA ≤ nONA ln( Q− βONA
βGNA − (Q− βONA) ) (12)
We constrain the spreads for the greedy adaptive and greedy
non-adaptive policies to be the same. Hence, Q−βGA = Q−
βONA− βGNA. Hence βONA = βGA− βGNA. By combining
equations 11 and 12 and substituting βONA as βGA−βGNA,
we obtain equation 10 of the theorem.
Discussion: To understand the implications of this the-
orem, set α = 1,  = 0. Let the βGNA = 2 and βGA = 1,
thus allowing for a shortfall of only 2 nodes in the spread.
We obtain the following relations: nGA ≤ nOAγ ln(Q/2) and
nGNA ≤ nOA ln(Q) ln((Q− 1)/2).
Figure 1 shows the growth of these functions with Q. We
can see that as Q increases, the ratio nGA
nOA
grows much slower
than nGNA
nOA
. Hence, for the MinTssproblem, there is clearly
an advantage on going adaptive. This is confirmed by our
experiments in section ??.
4.3 Bounded Time Horizon
In discrete diffusion models (e.g., IC), each time-step rep-
resents one hop in the graph, so the time needed for a diffu-
sion to complete is bounded by D, the longest simple path
Figure 1: Theoretical comparison of adaptive and
non-adaptive strategies
in the network. In networks where this length is small [?],
most diffusions complete within a short time. This is also
helped by the fact that in practice, influence probabilities
are small. However, if we are given a very short time hori-
zon, the diffusion process may not complete. In this case,
seed selection is forced to be based on observations of in-
complete diffusions. We show that the spread function in
this case is no longer adaptive submodular.
Theorem 4. The spread function with the IC diffusion model
is not adaptive submodular if the diffusion process after each
intervention is not allowed to complete.
Figure 2: Counterexample to show that the spread is
not adaptive submodular under incomplete diffusion
Proof. We give a counterexample. Consider the network
shown in Figure 2 and the true world, where the edge (u, v)
is live and (v, w) is dead. Let H = 2, k = 2. Suppose at t =
0, we choose the seed set S = {u}, so the next intervention
must be made at time t = 1. Based on the true world, we
observe that nodes u and v are active at time t = 1. Hence
we infer the edge (u, v) to be live. We do not know the status
of edge (v, w). Even though w is reachable in the network
G, there is incomplete information in the realization revealed
at t = 1 to decide if the node w is active or not, since the
observed diffusion is incomplete. Thus, the expected spreads
w.r.t. the realization above are as follows: σ(S) = 2+(1−p)
and σ(S ∪ {w}) = 3. Let S′ = {u, v}. Then σ(S′) = 2 and
σ(S′ ∪ {w}) = 3. This is because w is one hop away from
v ∈ S′ and the realization tells us that w is not active. Thus,
we have σ(S ∪{w})−σ(S) < σ(S′ ∪{w})−σ(S′). This was
to be shown.
What are our options, given that the spread under bounded
time horizon is in general not adaptive submodular? The-
orem 24 in [10] shows that if a function is not adaptive
submodular, no polynomial algorithm can approximate the
optimal expected spread within any reasonable factor. Thus,
we may continue to use adaptive greedy policy, but without
any guarantees in general. In our experiments ??, we use
a novel Sequential Model Based Optimization (SMBO) ap-
proach for finding a reasonably good policy when the time
horizon is bounded.
5. ALGORITHMS
To obtain a greedy adaptive policy, we need to repeatedly
select nodes with the maximum marginal gain at every inter-
vention. This implies that we need to run the greedy influ-
ence maximization algorithm to compute the marginal gain
over the entire network multiple times. Fortunately, this can
be done efficiently by exploiting the recent work [22] which
describes a near-optimal and efficient greedy algorithm –
Two-phase Influence Maximization (TIM) for non-adaptive
influence maximization. We first review TIM and describe
the modifications we made to it for the adaptive case.
5.1 Two phase Influence Maximization
Overview of TIM: Given a budget of k seeds, a network
with m edges and n nodes and an appropriate diffusion
model such as IC, TIM obtains a (1−1/e−) fraction of the
optimal spread in the non-adaptive case, incurring a near-
optimal runtime complexity of O(k+l)(n+m)logn/2. TIM
operates by generating a large number of random Reverse
Reachable (RR) sets. An RR set is defined for a particular
node v and a possible world W of the network. It consists
of the set of nodes that can reach the node v in the possi-
ble world W . Given enough number (see [22] for an explicit
bound) of RR sets, the nodes which cover a large number
of RR sets are chosen as the seed nodes: the node u which
appears in the maximum number of RR sets is chosen as
the first seed. Once a node u is selected as a seed, we re-
move all the RR sets containing u and the next seed is the
node which covers the maximum of the remaining RR sets
and so on until a seed set S with k nodes is chosen. Tang et
al. [22] show that this simple strategy is enough to guarantee
a (1− 1/e− )-approximation factor in near optimal time.
Adaptive TIM: In a greedy adaptive policy, we need to
select seed nodes in every intervention. After each interven-
tion, a certain number of nodes are influenced and become
active. These already active nodes should not be selected
as seeds. To ensure this, we eliminate all RR sets covered
by any of these active nodes. If the number of nodes which
became active is large, it brings the number of remaining
RR sets below the required bound, which in turn can invali-
date the theoretical guarantees of TIM, as the marginal gain
of seeds selected in the next intervention may not be esti-
mated accurately. Hence after each intervention, we need
to re-generate the RR sets to effectively select seeds for the
next intervention. To avoid this expensive repeated RR set
generation, we instead eliminate all active nodes from the
original network, by making all the incoming and outgoing
edges have a zero probability, and generating the required
number of RR sets for the new modified network. This guar-
antees that the resulting RR sets do not contain the already
active nodes. This is equivalent to running the greedy non-
adaptive algorithm multiple times on modified networks and
results in retaining preserves the theoretical guarantees of
TIM. For the unbounded time horizon, the optimal policy
consists of selecting one seed per intervention and letting the
diffusion complete. For the IC model, the diffusion can take
a maximum of D time steps where D is the lenght of the
longest simple path in the network.
5.2 Sequential Model Based Optimization
In the case of bounded time horizon (i.e., T < kD), as
discussed at the end of Section 4.3, there is no straightfor-
ward strategy to find or approximate the optimal policy.
The policy depends on the precise values of time horizon T
and properties of the network. For MaxSpread the two ex-
treme cases are the non-adaptive policy and the completely
sequential greedy policy. The non-adaptive policy does not
take any feedback into account and is hence suboptimal. For
a sequential policy, the inter-intervention time T/k will be
less than D. Hence the completely sequential policy will re-
sult in incomplete diffusions and from 4 will be suboptimal.
A similar reasoning applies for MinTssF˙or both problems,
we are either forced to seed more than one node per inter-
vention or wait for less than D time-steps between interven-
tions, or both. We split the problem of finding the optimal
policy into two parts - finding the intervention times and
the number of nodes to be seeded at each intervention and
which nodes need to be seeded at each intervention. Us-
ing the logic in 4, we solve the latter problem by using
the adaptive TIM algorithm described above. For the for-
mer problem, we resort to a heuristic approach since the
expected spread function we need to optimize does not have
any nice algebraic properties w.r.t. time. In order to find
the best offline policy, we need to calculate favg for each
candidate policy. Calculating favg across all the candidate
possible worlds is expensive. Thus we need to maximize an
expensive function without any nice mathematical proper-
ties. Hence we resort to a bayesian optimization technique
known as sequential model based optimization (SMBO)[16].
The SMBO approach narrows down on the promising config-
urations (in our case, policies) to optimize a certain function.
It iterates between fitting models and using them to make
choices about which configurations to investigate.
We now show the above problems can be encoded for solv-
ing these problems using SMBO. Consider MaxSpreadW˙e
have a maximum of k interventions. Some of these inter-
ventions may seed multiple nodes whereas other might not
seed any. There are another k−1 variables corresponding to
the inter-intervention times. Since the number of variables
is 2k−1, SMBO techniques will slow down as k increases. It
is also non-trivial to add the constraint that the sum of seeds
across all interventions will add to k. Since this leads to an
unmanageable number of variables for large k, we introduce
a parameter p which we refer to as the policy complexity.
Essentially, p encodes the number of degrees of freedom a
policy can have. For every i < p, we have a variable si which
is the number of nodes to be seeded at a particular interven-
tion. We have also have a variable ti which encodes waiting
time before making the next intervention. For example, if
p = 2 and s1 = 2, t1 = 5, s2 = 3, t2 = 7 we initially seed 2
nodes, wait for 5 time-steps, then seed 3 nodes, wait for 7
time-steps before the next intervention. In the next inter-
vention, we repeat the above procedure, until we run out of
time, i.e., reach T or get too close (within s1 or s2) to the
budget of k seeds. In the latter case, the last intervention
just consists of using the remaining seeds. We use the same
strategy to encode policies for MinTssI˙n this case, however,
we stop if the time reaches T or if ≥ Q nodes become ac-
tive. Since we have a manageable number of parameters,
we can easily use SMBO techniques to optimize over these
parameters. The objective function for the first problem is
to maximize the spread. The constraint is covered by the
encoding. For the second problem, the objective function is
to minimize the seeds to achieve a spread of Q. This can
be modelled by introducing penalty parameters λ1 and λ2.
The function can be written as,
minimize g(x) + λ1(Q− f(x)) + λ2(f(x)−Q) (13)
where x is the parameter vector, g(x) is the number of seeds,
f(x) is the spread, Q is the target spread. The parameter
λ1 penalizes not achieving the target spread whereas λ2 pe-
nalizes over-shooting the target spread. λ1 encodes the hard
constraint whereas λ2 is used to direct the search.
6. EXPERIMENTS
6.1 Datasets
We run all our experiments on 3 real datasets – the author
collaboration network NetHEPT (15k nodes and 62k edges),
the trust network Epinions (75k nodes and 500k edges) and
Flixster. On NetHEPT and Epinions where real influence
probabilities are not available, we set the probability of an
edge into a node v to 1/indegree(v), following the popular
approach [5, 23, 4]. We use the Flixster network under
the topic-aware independent cascade model of diffusion [2]
for which the authors learned the probabilities using Ex-
pectation Maximization. Their processed network has 29k
nodes and 10 topics. We choose the topic which results in
the maximum number of non-zero edge weights. The result-
ing sub-network of Flixster consists of 29k nodes and 200k
edges.
6.2 Experimental Setup
As mentioned earlier, we consider only the IC model of
diffusion. We compare between greedy non-adaptive, greedy
sequential adaptive and the batch-greedy adaptive policies.
Since the actual true world is not known, we sample each
edge in the network according to its influence probability
and generate multiple true worlds. Since we are interested
in the performance of a policy on an average, we randomly
generate generate 100 true worlds and average our results
across them. For either problem, the seeds selected by the
non-adaptive policy is based on expected case calculations
and remain the same irrespective of the true world. Only
the performance of the policy is affected by the true possible
world. Also note that for MinTss in some true worlds the
spread of the non-adaptive policy might be less than the
target Q. The shortfall can be modelled by the factor β
introduced in Section 4.
6.3 Sequential Model Based Optimization
We use Sequential Model-Based Optimization for General
Algorithm Configuration (SMAC) [16]. SMAC is the state
of the art tool used for automatic algorithm configuration
for hard problems including SAT and Integer Linear Pro-
gramming. Based on the performance of a configuration on
certain kinds of benchmark instances characterized by prob-
lem specific properties, SMAC creates a random forest model
and uses it to choose promising candidate configurations to
be evaluated. SMAC uses the model’s predictive distribu-
tion to compute its expected positive improvement over the
the incumbent (current best solution). This approach au-
tomatically trades exploitation for exploration. SMAC can
easily handle both numerical and categorical parameters.
For our case, we need to optimize an expensive black-
box function (as defined in the previous section) over 2p
configurations where p is the policy complexity. Because the
function is hard to evaluate a simple brute-force grid search
over the parameter space is not feasible. SMAC is implicitly
able to leverage the structure present in the problem and
come up with promising solutions to the problem.
The benchmark instances consist of seeds for the random
process generating 10 true worlds at a time. Hence, the
evaluation of each configuration on each instance involves
running the algorithm 10 times. We use a training set of
1000 such instances and a separate test set of 50 instances
to evaluate the policies found by SMAC. We restrict the
number of function evaluations SMAC can make to 500 and
set the tuner timeout (the maximum time that can be spent
by SMAC in building the random forest model and deciding
which configuration to evaluate next) is set to 100 seconds.
6.4 MaxSpread
6.4.1 Unbounded time horizon
For MaxSpread we vary the number of seeds k over
{1, 10, 20, 50, 100}. For the unbounded horizon, we compute
the spread obtained using the greedy non-adaptive and the
greedy adaptive sequential policies. We set  = 0.1.
Figure 3: NetHEPT: Average Spread vs Number of
seeds
Figure 4: Flixster: Average Spread vs Number of
seeds
Figures 3 and 4 show the average spread favg across 100
possible true worlds as the number of seeds is varied in the
given range. We quantify the the effect of adaptivity by the
ratio
favg(piGA)
favg(piGNA)
, which we call the average adaptivity gain.
We see that the average adaptivity gain remains constant as
the number of seeds are varied. We obtain similar results
even with higher (100 to 500) values of k. This finding is
consistent with the observations made in Section 4.
For the adaptive greedy sequential strategy in which we
select one seed at a time, we generate RR sets for k = 1 and
regenerate the RR sets between each pair of interventions.
The run-time graphs are shown in Figures 5 and 6. As can
be seen, although this method scales linearly with the num-
ber of seeds, it is much slower than the non-adaptive case
and will prohibitive for larger datasets. Instead we can gen-
erate a large number of RR sets upfront and use these sets to
Figure 5: NetHEPT: Runtime vs Number of seeds
Figure 6: Flixster: Runtime vs Number of seeds
select seeds for the first few interventions. The RR sets are
regenerated as soon as the change in the number of active
nodes becomes greater than a certain threshold (the regen-
eration threshold θ). The intuition is that if the number
of active nodes has not increased much in a few interven-
tions, the number of RR sets does not decline significantly
and they still represent information about the state of the
network well. We call this optimization trick lazy RR(LR)
set regeneration to contrast it with the full RR(FR) set re-
generation. We observe that because of submodularity, the
frequency of RR set (re)generation decreases as the number
of seeds (and time) increases. For our experiments, we em-
pirically set θ equal to 10. Higher values of θ lead to lower
runtimes but to a smaller average adaptivity gain.
Figure 7: Epinions: Average Spread vs Number of
seeds
We use this strategy to find the spread for both NetHEPT
and Flixster. As can be seen from the runtime graphs and
average spread graphs, this strategy does not decrease the
spread much but leads to significant computational savings.
After verifying this strategy, we use it to compare the 2
policies on the larger Epinions dataset, where the same trend
is observed – see Figures 7 and 8. The average adaptivity
gain is small even for the greedy adaptive sequential policy
in case of unbounded time horizon.
Figure 8: Epinions: Runtime vs Number of seeds
6.4.2 Bounded time horizon
For the bounded time horizon, the policy will be forced to
group sets of seeds together to form a batch. From Fact 1,
we know that the average spread for such a policy will be
lower and hence the average adaptivity gain will further de-
crease. To verify this, we conduct an experiment on the
NetHEPT dataset in which we decrease the time horizon T
from a large value (corresponding to unbounded time hori-
zon) to low values of the order of the length of the longest
path in the network. We vary the policy complexity p to be
1 or 2 in this case. We aim to find the best configuration by
varying the batch-size in the range 1 to 100 and the inter-
intervention time between 1 and the D of the network. Since
the difference between the spreads for the non-adaptive pol-
icy vs. the greedy adaptive sequential policy is so small, for
the bounded time horizon, SMAC is unable to find a unique
optimal policy. Different runs of SMAC yield different poli-
cies for the same number of seeds, sometimes converging to
the non-adaptive policy even for reasonably large time hori-
zons! A higher configuration time for SMAC might lead to
stable results or alternatively we might need to encode the
problem differently. We leave this for future work.
6.5 MinTss
6.5.1 Unbounded time horizon
For all 3 datasets, for the unbounded time horizon, we
compare the greedy non-adaptive and greedy adaptive poli-
cies with different batch sizes in the range {1, 10, 50, 100}.
Because a large number of seeds may be required to satu-
rate a certain fraction of the network, we use the lazy RR set
generation approximation explained above and set  to 0.2.
Figures 9, 10 show the comparison between the non-adaptive
and various adaptive greedy policies for the NetHEPT and
Flixster datasets. Epinions shows a similar trend.
Figure 9: NetHEPT: Number of seeds required vs
Target fraction
Figure 10: Flixster: Number of seeds required vs
Target fraction
As can be seen, the non-adaptive policy is competitive for
smaller number of target nodes. But as the target fraction
increases, the adaptive policies are better able to exploit
the market feedback mechanism and lead to large savings in
the number of seeds. This again agrees with our theoreti-
cal results which showed that the adaptivity gain increases
as the number of target nodes increases. As the size of the
network increases, the estimated spread calculation in the
non-adaptive case is averaged across greater number of true
worlds and hence becomes less efficient. We observed that
in many cases, the final true spread for the non-adaptive
policy either overshoots the target spread or misses the tar-
get spread by a large amount. We conclude that adaptive
policies are particularly useful if we want to influence a sig-
nificant fraction of the network.
We give some intuition for the difference in the adaptivity
gains for the two problems. For adaptive policies, the rate
of increase in the expected spread is fast in the beginning
before the effects of submodularity take over. Hence adap-
tive policies require fewer seeds than non-adaptive to reach
a comparable target spread. However, once submodularity
kicks in, the additional seeds added contribute relatively lit-
tle to the spread. Hence for MinTss, where the objective is
to reach a target spread with minimum seeds, the adaptivity
gain is higher. However for MaxSpread, even though the
adaptive policy reaches a high spread with fewer seeds, the
remaining seeds in the budget don’t add much more to the
true spread.
Figure 11: Flixster: Runtime vs Target fraction
We also plot the runtime graph for the Flixster dataset.
The non-adaptive time dominates because it needs to choose
a larger number of seeds. Since the batch-greedy policies
select batches of seeds and consider feedback less often, they
have a lower running time which decreases as the batch-size
increases. Figure 11 shows the runtime variation for Flixster.
Results on other datasets show a similar trend.
6.5.2 Bounded time horizon
T 10 50 100 1000
ShortFall (β) 709 174.98 10.54 0
Number of seeds 200 177.33 171.11 168
Objective function 7290 1927.1 276.51 168
Policy(s,t) (100,6) (28,8) (20,11) (3,12)
Table 1: Policies of p = 1 recovered by SMAC for
varying time horizons(T ) for Flixster with Q = 5800
We now consider the important question, how good is
the effect of adaptivity for a bounded time horizon for the
MinTss problem. For this, we vary the time horizon T from
10 to 1000 and the policy complexity p is set to either 1 or
2. We use the Flixster dataset and fix the target fraction
of nodes to 0.2. As in the previous problem, we aim to
find the best configuration by varying the batch size in the
range 1-100 and the inter-intervention time between 1 and
the D of the network. Since each configuration run involves
solving MinTss 500 times, to save computation time we use
a relatively high  = 0.5. We verified that similar results
hold for smaller values of . The optimal policy returned by
SMAC is evaluated on a different set of instances (possible
true worlds) averaging the results over 50 such instances.
Table 1 shows the results for this experiment. For both
p = 1, 2, as the time horizon increases, the shortfall goes to
zero and the objective function is just the number of seeds
required. We see that even for a low time horizon, SMAC
is able to find a policy for which the number of seeds is
close to the policy (which uses 163 seeds) for an unbounded
time horizon. It is still much better than the non-adaptive
version of the policy which uses a large number of seeds
even for unbounded time horizon. As T increases, in the
policy found by SMAC, the number of seeds/interventions
decreases and inter-intervention time increases. In fact, for
T = 1000 the p = 1, the policy found by SMAC seeded
3 nodes per intervention and had a inter-intervention time
equal to 12 (which is greater than D of the graph). For ex-
tremely small T , the policy found by SMAC had 100 nodes
per intervention and a very short inter-intervention time of
3. We observe similar behaviour even for p = 2 and with
the NetHEPT dataset as well. Note that as long as T > D,
the non-adaptive version will require the same number of
seeds it needs for the unbounded horizon case. This shows
us the benefit of adaptivity even when the time horizon is
severely constrained. These experiments show the effective-
ness of SMAC in finding reasonably good policies for any
time horizon for MinTss.
7. CONCLUSION
We studied adaptive influence maximization in social net-
works and focused on the MaxSpread and MinTss prob-
lems. We considered both the unbounded and bounded
time horizon. For unbounded horizon, we derived theoreti-
cal bounds on the performance of the greedy adaptive over
greedy non-adaptive policies, thus quantifying the practi-
cal benefit of going adaptive. We studied how the adap-
tivity gain is affected by batch-size and number of seeds
for MaxSpread and by target spread for MinTss. From
our experiments on real networks, we conclude that while
the benefit of going adaptive is modest for the MaxSpread
problem, adaptive policies lead to significant savings (i.e.,
gain) for the MinTss problem. For bounded time horizon,
we argued that finding the optimal policy is hard and used
sequential model based optimization (SMBO) techniques to
find a good policy for both the problems.
Several interesting directions for future work remain. Ex-
tending our framework to the LT model and also to con-
tinuous time models is interesting. We believe that with
continuous time models and the use of queries to infer the
state of the network, adaptive influence maximization will
bring the theory much closer to the practical needs of a real
viral marketer.
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